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"MICK" MANNOCKS'S GODSON HELPS TO DESTROY Ju.88.

While their colleagues were holding a party in the officers’ mess,

a Northamptonshire observer and his pilot, a 32 year-old Czech, members of a

R.A.F. night fighter squadron in North Africa, were enjoying a party of their

own. It took place in the night skies high above the waters of the Medi-

terranean and "expenses" were footed by a Ju,88,

Closing in on the enemy bomber, the pilot of the Beaufighter fired two

short bursts in quick succession. Strikes were seen on the port engine and

port wing and the aircraft exploded in a blinding flash. It dived in flames

and when it hit the sea it split into three pieces, each blazing fiercely.

With him was his observer, 30 years-old pilot officer Ernest Derek Eyles,
of Beechgrove, Boothville, Northampton, who has followed in the footsteps of

his Godfather, Major "Mick" Mannock, V.C., D.S.O, and two bars, M.C. and bar.
Fighter "Ace" of the great war. Major Mannock, who was killed in July 1918
after destroying 73 enemy aircraft, resided in Wellingborough prior to the

outbreak of the great war, and was a close friend of the father of Pilot

Officer Eyles, Mr. A.E. Eyles, who is general manager of the Highfield

Foundry and Engineering Co. of Wellinborough, Mr. Eyles is on the committee

of the "Mannock" squadron of the A.T.C. in Wellingborough.

A telephone engineer in civil life, Pilot Officer Eyles joined the R.A.F,
in August 1941 and in the following year was posted to a night fighter

squadron. There he teamed up with a Czech pilot and in January the two men

were posted overseas as members of a night fighter squadron which has now

destroyed fifteen axis aircraft in North Africa,

The Mannock influence has extended, to Pilot Officer Eyles’ three-and-

a-half-years-old daughter who is becoming adept at aircraft recognition.
In proof of it Pilot Officer Eyles relates this story. The little girl and

her mother were passing a flying field, when Mrs. Eyles, pointing to an

aircraft that was coming in, remarked, "look there’s a bomber," The child

looked, and her response was devastating. "That’s not a bomber, that’s

an Anson" she said witheringly.


